
PRODUCT CATALOGUE



S-Fold: 
The S-Fold style curtain gives a contemporary look 
that has been growing in popularity over recent times. 
Utilising a smaller heading of 25mm it provides the 
curtain with a narrow and sleek top construction. This 
also benefits the application with higher achievable 
continuous drops which will avoid joins in the fabric.
- Available in a 25mm heading size with a choice of 
white, black, or clear tape.
Simple, chic, and sophisticated.

We are a Melbourne based Soft furnishings Manufacturer 
specialising in custom curtains. We service both the retail 
and commercial markets locally and nation-wide.

Here at MAC Window Fashions, we create high quality 
custom soft furnishings incorporating state of the 
art machinery with some good old fashioned hand 
craftsmanship that can only be achieved by knowledge 
through experience.

As a known industry leader, we are used to working with 
all types of clientele - large or small. 

Exceptional quality and customer satisfaction are the 
foundations of our company and is the driving force 
behind all decisions. We pride ourselves on creating high 
quality Australian made curtains for all Australian spaces. 

MAC WINDOW FASHIONS

SHEER CURTAINS

• Sheer curtains are a beautiful yet practical addition to any space. Whether you are looking to soften a room or 
update your décor, we have the solution for you.

• By perfectly framing your windows, sheers will complement the look of any room with their stylish and timeless 
finish.

• Sheer curtains allow in the natural light, creating a soft and welcoming feeling whilst maintaining your privacy.

MAC MADE

Our MAC Made program is a made to measure service designed to eliminate the stress and confusion when ordering 
curtains for our retail partners. This ensures the end consumer get perfect curtains every time. 
- Curtains, tracking and fabric all in one! 

HEADING TYPES AVAILABLE



Wave Fold:
This stylish heading type gives a soft ripple effect similar to S-Fold. While still providing a contemporary look, it will also 
provide a thicker heading aesthetically. 
The difference between S-Fold and Wave Fold styles is the increased heading size of 75mm.
- Available in 75mm clear heading tape only.
Elegant & stylish

Pencil Pleat:
Pencil Pleat curtains feature folds gathered closely together to resemble a neat row of pencils. This is a great solution 
when the application has reduced space to operate in or to operate as a dual curtain to reduce projection.
- Available in 75mm white or clear tape. 
Perfect choice for either contemporary or traditional styles



TRACKING

MAC Standard – 
This track is perfect for all applications with its slim profile and bending capabilities.                    
This tracking system can be utilised in a single or dual application. 
Colours: black and white (20mm square profile)

 
MAC Curve – 
A great option for a decorative looking top mounted track. Only available in a straight 
application.
Colours: black and white (15mm round profile)

 

Designer 25 – 
Our decorative rod which brings elegance and style to any space, is only suitable for face 
fit applications and has bending capabilities.
Colours: black, white, silver (25mm round profile)

 

Designer 38 – 
For a more pronounced decorative look, this track option makes a bold statement.             
Only available in face fit and straight applications.
Colours: black, white, silver (38mm round profile)

 
Somfy Glydea – 
The Somfy Glydea track is a motorised option suitable for all curtain types. With its high-end 
features and quiet operation, your curtain movement will be effortless.
This track option is highly functional and has bending capabilities.
Colours: white only

Lining:
3-pass non-FR continuous blockout lining available in White, Ivory and a range of other colours.



P: 1300 113 261

A: 25 Dexter Drive, Epping, VIC 3076

E: info@macwf.com.au

www.macwindowfashions.com.au

CONTACT US NOW FOR YOUR CLOSEST 
MAC MADE SPECIALIST
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